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Skilled individual who thrives in a dynamically changing environment while working 
as a team member and meeting all company deadlines. Consistently showed 
motivation to acquire a higher level of understanding in military techniques and 
overall job knowledge. An energetic and positive communicator with recognized 
leadership capabilities. Reliable worker with strong mechanical aptitude, spatial 
reasoning and a willingness to learn.

EXPERIENCE

Finishing Technician
ABC Corporation - AUGUST 2009 – MAY 2010

 Skilled contributor within the finishing area, providing motivating 
atmosphere to properly move, stack or sort a variety of different 
products.

 Operations included log lifting, using a crane, packaging mail bundles,
properly wrapping pallets and machine maintenance.

 Earned full time opportunity for exceptional knowledge and 
understanding of machine.

 Developed methods to establish less waste of product due to machine
error.

 Cleaned, inspected, and properly tagged equipment, reducing the risk
of injury from a damaged part.

 Regularly requested to work overtime on established members lines.
 Increased machine productivity by recognizing malfunctions in the 

line, responding promptly and safely.

Finishing Technician 
ABC Corporation - 2007 – 2009

 Finishing Technician- responsible for feeding machine pockets or 
loaders with good quality product, responsible for maintaining work 
load given, prepare paper products to be assembled, maintain 
operation of machine for steady production, assist operator.

 Performing various computer tasks.
 Communication with the Supervisors and plant employees to do the 

best to fulfill their needs.
 J.I.
 Trainer (backup) - Situating employees before the start of the shift to 

insure proper placement at working stations.
 Gather helper and backup operator.
 Configuring magazine information to be sent to proper machines, on 

the computer - Finding or restoring information from computer files - 
Making necessary changes within the plant for supervisors and 
employees Quality Inspector - Assist in product development.
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EDUCATION

 Tool and Design - 2012(Moraine Park Technical College)

SKILLS

Administrative and Medical Skills.
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